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This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any security and cannot disclose all
risks and significant elements of such a purchase. BIAS’ services are only for suitable investors who are able to understand the
associated risks, including but not limited to fees and conflicts of interest. A more complete description of risks are presented
in BIAS’ Form ADV. Examine the information contained in BIAS’ Form ADV carefully before deciding to invest.
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*Source: Bloomberg

Stock, Bond, Currency Overview
Global Stock Markets
•

In the Third Quarter 2013, global equity prices resumed their march higher with European, Latin
American and Japanese shares leading.

•

The US lagged world equity markets as non-US growth improved and investors became cautious
around the potential for a US Government shutdown.

Bond Markets
•

After having risen early in the quarter on expectations of Fed tapering in September, Treasury yields
fell dramatically on September 18 following the Fed’s decision to leave monetary stimulus unchanged.

•

Political turmoil sent Italian yields higher in the last week of September.

Currency Markets
•

The US dollar weakened against all major currencies in the Third Quarter following the surprising move
from the Fed.

•

In the week ending August 9, the Japanese yen actually rallied against the dollar as Japan’s national
debt exceeded one quadrillion yen for the first time.

September 30, 2013
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North American Stock Markets
Indices

30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

14,909.60

15,129.70

2.1%

2.1%

US S&P 500

1,606.28

1,681.55

5.2%

5.2%

US NASDAQ

3,403.25

3,771.48

11.2%

11.2%

Canada TSX

12,129.10

12,787.20

6.3%

8.6%

1,598.90

1,716.72

8.0%

8.0%

US Dow Jones Industrial

S&P Global 1200

US markets rose
modestly in the
quarter with the
NASDAQ leading.
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Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

Source: Bloomberg

•

US equity markets entered the Third Quarter with a still sluggish but improving economy, rising
interest rates and uncertainty surrounding the continuation, or not, of the Fed’s quantitative easing
program. US manufacturing increased and the ISM index moved over the 50 mark suggesting
the beginning of expansion followed by two consecutive months of increasing US factory orders.
Strength became evident in transportation, machinery, computers and electronics resulting in a
durable goods order increase of 3.7 percent. Equity market leadership shifted throughout the
quarter from defensive stocks that led in the first half of the year to cyclical stocks. The US benchmark S&P 500 posted a positive 5.2 percent return for the Third Quarter.

•

On September 27 Cerner announced a “mega deal” with Intermountain Healthcare. With a shared
vision to improve quality and make healthcare costs sustainable, the two companies announced
a multi-year strategic partnership. Cerner will implement their electronic medical records and revenue cycle solutions across all of Intermountain’s hospitals and clinics. Both companies have been
recognized as innovation leaders, receiving acknowledgment in 2013 by Forbes and
InformationWeek. “Healthcare is in the midst of tremendous change as the industry transitions
from being paid for volume on a fee-for-service basis to value measured by our clinical outcomes
and success in improving the health of a community.” Quote from Intermountain EVP and CFO.
Cerner’s stock rose eight percent on the news.

•

At Ecolab’s September Investor Day, the company claimed a robust six to eight percent revenue
growth rate with expected acceleration in their profit growth above 15 percent for the next few
years. The company has identified growth themes in food safety, energy costs and water
cost/scarcity where they believe their clients are looking for innovation. Ecolab has a 25,000 person sales/service force with a broad product platform to meet their clients’ needs and capture
growth in earnings for shareholders. The company is focused on opportunities in the “recovering
Eurozone countries”. Ecolab develops and markets both products and services for hospitality, institutional and industrial markets providing cleaning, sanitizing and pest elimination. Ecolab’s stock
advanced 15.9 percent in the Third Quarter 2013.

•

iShares NASDAQ Biotechnology ETF was one of the top performers in the Healthcare sector yearto-date. Companies represented in the Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) are engaged in biomedical
research for discovery and development of new treatments for human diseases, many life threatening. The top five holdings represent nearly 40 percent of the ETF; Biogen Idec, Celegene, Gilead,
Amgen, and Regeneron. In the quarter the ETF advanced 20.5 percent.

September 30, 2013
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Latin American Stock Markets
Indices

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

Mexico Bolsa

40,623.30

40,185.20

-0.8%

-1.9%

Brazil Bovespa

47,457.10

52,338.20

10.3%

10.1%

Argentina Merval

2,976.27

4,783.77

60.9%

49.7%

Chile IPSA

4,029.67

3,823.85

-5.1%

-4.5%

S&P Global 1200

1,598.90

1,716.72

8.0%

8.0%

Source: Bloomberg

•

Except for Chile and Mexico, Latin American markets rose in the Third Quarter 2013, in US dollar
terms, with Argentina leading followed by Brazil and Venezuela.

•

On July 18 Alsea SAB, the operator of Burger King and Starbucks restaurants in Mexico, rose for
a fourth day as Credit Suisse Group AG said acquisitions in Argentina and Chile will be positive
for the stock. Alsea climbed 2.8 percent to 34.98 pesos, extending its gain for the week to seven
percent. The Mexico City-based company announced the acquisition of 18 percent of Starbucks
Argentina and 82 percent of Starbucks Chile not already owned. The company also agreed to a
plan to open 130 stores in the two countries over the next five years. Alsea rose 18.9 percent in
the quarter.

•

On August 13 the Brazilian stock market, Ibovespa, rose for a fifth session, the longest winning
streak since April, as higher commodities prices boosted Brazil’s raw-material producers amid
signs the global economy is strengthening. Steelmakers Usinas Siderurgicas de Minas Gerais SA
and Companhia Siderurgica Nacional SA were among the best performers in the index. Staterun lender Banco do Brasil SA gained after reporting second-quarter profit that matched estimates
as the default rate on its loan portfolio fell. Usinas, Siderurgica, and Banco do Brasil rose 41.6,
58.5, and 16.8 percent, respectively, in the quarter.

•

On September 9 Wal-Mart de Mexico SAB, Latin America’s largest retailer, advanced the most in
two years after President Enrique Pena Nieto defied some predictions that he would seek to tax
food and medicine as part of efforts to bolster revenue by not proposing taxes on food and medicine in a fiscal bill he sent to Congress on September 8. Walmex, as the company is known locally,
climbed 5.5 percent to 34.09 pesos at the close of trading in Mexico City, the biggest one-day
price jump since August 2011 while supermarket chain Grupo Comercial Chedraui SAB jumped
7.1 percent and baker Grupo Bimbo SAB rallied 7.7 percent.

•

On September 13 the biggest Latin American mobile-phone company, America Movil SAB announced plans to formally file its €7.2 billion ($9.6 billion) offer for all of Royal KPN NV shares.
The Mexican company, controlled by billionaire Carlos Slim, is seeking a foothold in Europe to
expand beyond Latin America. The company went on to say that an increase in the offer above
the current proposal of €2.40 a share for the Dutch carrier was unlikely. American Movil fell 8.0
percent in the quarter.

September 30, 2013

Latin American
Markets
delivered
disparate returns
in the quarter.
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European Stock Markets
Indices

European
stock markets
played catch-up
with the US.
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Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

UK FTSE

6,215.47

6,462.22

5.0%

11.9%

Germany DAX

7,959.22

8,594.40

8.0%

12.4%

France CAC 40

3,738.91

4,143.44

11.1%

15.6%

Spain IBEX 35

7,762.70

9,186.10

20.2%

25.0%

S&P Global 1200

1,598.90

1,716.72

8.0%

8.0%

S&P Europe 350

1,164.76

1,267.08

9.3%

13.7%

Source: Bloomberg

•

In July, Siemens AG was torn by management conflict after it issued a shocking profit warning.
The supervisory board decided to remove CEO Peter Loescher after the company encountered
problems with several major projects, including failure to deliver 16 high speed trains urgently
needed by rail operator Deutsche Bahn. Loescher was replaced by Finance Chief Joe Kaeser.
Later in the quarter Josef Ackerman stepped down from the supervisory board with SAP co-CEO
Jim Hageman Snabe taking his place. Siemens management also decided to reduce staff by
15,000 over the next two years. Amidst the restructuring, the company gained 18.4 percent in the
quarter on the Frankfurt exchange.

•

On August 5 shares of HSBC Holding Plc, Europe’s biggest bank, slipped over four percent after
reporting lower than expected earnings. The bank’s Chief Executive Officer Stuart Gulliver attributed
the weak earnings to a slowdown in the emerging markets business. In addition, the London based
bank may also face a $1.6bn settlement with a US regulator over allegations that the bank misrepresented the quality of mortgage backed securities sold between 2005 and 2008. In the quarter,
HSBC fell 1.85 percent in London trading.

•

On September 2 US telecom company Verizon agreed to buy UK based Vodafone’s 45 percent
stake in Verizon wireless for $130 billion. Under the terms, Vodafone will get $58.9 billion in cash,
$60.2 billion in Verizon stock, and an additional $11 billion from smaller transactions in a deal that
is due to close in the first quarter of next year. The deal will become the third largest announced
deal in the world after Vodafone's $203 billion takeover of Germany's Mannesmann in 1999 and
AOL's $181 billion acquisition of Time Warner the following year. Vodafone’s share price rose 15.0
percent in the quarter in London trading.

•

On September 26 Hennes & Mauritz AB, popularly known for their brand H&M and Europe’s second-biggest clothing retailer, reported profit that significantly beat estimates for the first quarter.
The company pared costs while adding new brands and a US online store. Following the surprise
announcement, the stock price jumped almost eight percent, the most since January 2010. In the
quarter, the stock gained 26.6 percent in Stockholm trading.

September 30, 2013
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Pacific Rim Stock Markets
Indices

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

Japan Nikkei

13,677.32

14,455.80

6.3%

7.5%

Hong Kong Hang Seng

20,803.30

22,859.90

10.7%

10.7%

Hang Seng Red Chip

4,028.72

4,380.23

9.7%

9.8%

Korea Kospi 100

1,863.32

1,996.96

7.2%

13.9%

Singapore STI

3,150.44

3,167.87

1.9%

3.0%

Taiwan TWSE

8,062.21

8,173.87

4.1%

5.6%

Australia ASX 200

4,802.59

5,218.88

10.7%

13.4%

S&P Global 1200

1,598.90

1,716.72

8.0%

8.0%

441.59

475.09

7.6%

7.6%

FTSE Pacific ex-Japan

Asian markets
delivered
mixed results
in the quarter.

Source: Bloomberg

•

On August 20 international diagnostics company Sonic Healthcare reported revenue growth of
four percent in the previous 12 months and an increase in profit after tax of six percent. The
company also increased their final dividend by two cents to 37 cents per share, which took full
year dividend to 62 cents per share, representing a dividend yield of 3.9 percent. The stock rose
9.3 percent in the quarter on the Australian Stock Exchange.

•

On September 10 Tokyo won the bid to host the 2020 Olympics. The win proved to be an important trigger for many sectors expected to benefit from the resulting infrastructure spending
for the Olympics. Airport Facilities Company rose 19 percent in Tokyo on the announcement,
Japan Airport Terminal Company gained 6.5 percent and translation service company Honyaku
Centre Inc surged 16.5 percent. Construction companies and building product manufacturers
also surged on the news.

•

On September 24 Applied Materials Inc. agreed to acquire Tokyo Electron Ltd. for $9.39 billion
in stock in the largest deal for a Japanese company from outside the country in six years. Gary
Dickenson, the CEO of Applied Materials will become CEO of the combined manufacturer. Tokyo
Electron shareholders will get 3.25 shares for each share held in the Tokyo-based company, and
CEO Tetsuro Higashi will become chairman of the new entity. The move was welcomed by investors with the share price of Tokyo Electron rising 13.2 percent in Japan on deal announcement
while Applied Materials gained 2.3 percent in New York.

•

By the end of the quarter, Australian stocks posted their largest quarterly gain in four years of
10.7 percent as record low interest rates boosted profits. Raw material and energy companies
were the biggest gainers in the quarter spurred by an increase in economic growth forecasts for
China, the biggest buyer of Australia’s minerals. Both sectors rose more than 14 percent. BHP
Billiton Ltd, the world’s largest mining company, climbed 13.9 percent in the quarter and
Woodside Petroleum Ltd, Australia’s second largest oil producer, gained 9.4 percent.

•

On September 30 the Chinese Government announced a tax rebate for power produced from
sunlight encouraging Chinese solar companies to start expanding into project development
which will boost revenues and margins. Chinese stocks LDK Solar Co. and Suntech Power
Holdings Co. gained the most on the announcement and were up 50 and 65 percent, respectively, for the quarter.

September 30, 2013
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Bermuda & Cayman Stocks
Indices

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

1,162.86

1,183.46

3.0%

3.0%

886.00

1,356.33

53.1%

53.1%

1,598.90

1,716.72

8.0%

8.0%

ACE Ltd.

89.48

93.56

5.7%

5.7%

Ascendant Group Ltd.

11.00

11.50

6.5%

6.5%

1.39

1.39

0.7%

0.7%

Caribbean Utilities

10.30

10.41

2.6%

2.6%

Consolidated Water Co.

11.43

14.97

31.6%

31.6%

XL Capital Ltd.

30.32

30.82

2.1%

2.1%

BSX Index
BSX Insurance Index
S&P Global 1200
Stocks

The Bermuda
Stock Exchange
rose in-line with
US markets.

Butterfield Bank

Source: Bloomberg - Numbers shown include dividends
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•

On July 25 Bermuda’s Everest Re Group posted a strong Second Quarter profit of $275.6 million,
compared to $214.6 million in the same period last year. Total revenue for the quarter was $1.35
billion, up 14.6 percent year over year. The increase was due to higher premiums earned which
grew 11 percent to $1.15 billion. Chairman and CEO Joseph V Taranto said that annualised return
on shareholders’ equity was 21 percent for the first six months of the year. Everest returned $500
million to shareholders through share repurchases and dividends and grew book value per share,
adjusted for dividends, by five percent despite falling bond prices and catastrophe losses. Shares
of Everest Re rose 13.4 percent for the three month period ending September 30.

•

On July 30 Butterfield Bank announced Second Quarter core earnings of $20.2 million, an increase of 71 percent from $11.8 million reported in the same quarter a year ago. Net income increased $16.7 million to $32.9 million from $16.2 million in the Second Quarter of 2012.
Butterfield’s Chairman and Chief Executive Officer attributed the performance to the Bank’s expense management initiatives. However, on 26 September Standard and Poor’s cut Butterfield’s
debt ratings as well as HSBC Bermuda’s to BBB+/A-2 from A-/A-2 with negative outlook citing
the negative impact on the Bermuda economy from the departure of thousands of expatriates,
higher unemployment levels, and a sharp slowdown in the real estate market. Shares of Butterfield
returned 0.7 percent during the Third Quarter.

•

On August 1 Caribbean Utilities Company, Ltd. announced unaudited results for the quarter ended
June 30 2013. Net earnings increased $0.6 million to $5.7 million for the three months ended June
30, 2012, an improvement of nearly 12 percent. This increase was due primarily to a three percent
increase in kilowatt-hour sales and lower financing costs as well as a decline in maintenance costs.
The growth in sales was impacted by a one percent growth in customer numbers and less rainfall
during that period. Caribbean Utilities stock price advanced 1.06 percent for the quarter.

•

On Sept 26 Bermuda-based Validus Holdings Ltd. announced the establishment of a Swiss underwriting company using the existing operations of Flagstone Reassurance Suisse. The company
will be renamed pending regulatory approval and will improve Validus Re’s global underwriting
platform as well as allow Validus’ reinsurance teams to work more closely with customers in their
respective markets. The Company expects to underwrite existing Validus Re Latin America and
agricultural reinsurance as well as US and European property treaty reinsurance business. Validus
Holdings stock price rose 2.4 in the Third Quarter.

September 30, 2013
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Global Bond Markets
Benchmark
Indices
US 2 Year
US 10 Year
US 30 Year
Canadian 10 year
Australian 10 year
UK Gilt 10 Year
German Bund 10 Year
Japanese 10 Year

(Yield to Maturity)
30 Jun 2013
30 Sep 2013

Total Returns
Local Curr.
US$

0.36%
2.49%
3.50%
2.44%
3.76%
2.44%
1.73%
0.86%

0.32%
2.61%
3.68%
2.54%
3.81%
2.72%
1.78%
0.68%

0.22%
-0.67%
-3.18%
-0.32%
0.55%
-0.12%
0.50%
1.89%

0.22%
-0.67%
-3.18%
1.72%
2.53%
6.27%
4.49%
2.80%

1,328.15
1,625.98

1,336.53
1,625.54

0.63%
-0.03%

0.63%
-0.03%

1,555.70

1,573.55

1.15%

1.15%

1,161.35

1,202.86

3.57%

3.57%

Citigroup
3-7 Year Treasury Index
7-10 year Treasury Index
1-10 Year US Corp.
Bond Index
World Gov't 7-10 Yr
Bond Index

Treasury
yields rose
on improving
economic
data.

Source: Bloomberg

•

Along with other bond managers, Pacific Investment Management Co.’s (PIMCO’s) Total Return
Fund, the world’s biggest mutual fund, had a third straight month of withdrawals in July as investors continued to flee bonds. Clients pulled an estimated $7.5 billion from the fund, leaving
the fund with $262 billion in assets at the end of July. The flight from bond funds was triggered by
Fed Chairman Ben S. Bernanke, who rattled markets in May and June by outlining a plan to reduce the central bank’s bond purchases later this year and end them completely by mid-2014 if
the economy meets unemployment and growth expectations.

•

On September 11 Verizon Communications sold $49 billion in bonds, the largest corporate debt
sale in history. Verizon issued debt in eight parts with maturities running from three to 30 years in
an offering that was almost triple the previous record of $17 billion that Apple Inc. set in April
2013. Verizon plans to pay $130 billion for a 45 percent stake in Verizon Wireless owned by
Vodafone Group.

•

After rising early in the quarter on expectations of Fed tapering in September, Treasury yields fell
dramatically on September 18 following the Fed’s unexpected decision to leave monetary stimulus
unchanged. 10-year Treasury yields fell from 2.846 percent to 2.678 percent following the news.
Fed Chairman Ben S. Bernanke said the Fed will alter monetary stimulus based on “what’s needed
for the economy” and “not let market expectations dictate our policy actions.”

•

Yields on UK Gilts and German bunds rose in the Third Quarter on improving economic data from
both the UK and the eurozone. UK yields rose more than German equivalents as new Bank of
England Governor Mark Carney said the UK recovery is well underway and an increase in monetary stimulus was not needed. The rise in German yields was more modest as political tension
in Italy, potential demand for another bailout for Portugal and uncertainties over the German election drove investors to the safest assets.

•

Yields on Italian government bonds rose as prices fell in the last week of September due to political
tensions while yields elsewhere in Europe fell. Former Premier Silvio Berlusconi’s People of
Freedom Party threatened to withdraw from the coalition government if Berlusconi’s tax fraud
conviction leads the Senate to oust him. Prime Minister Enrico Letta’s Democratic Party, the largest
group in parliament, said the expulsion is required under a law passed last year. While Letta has
a strong majority in the lower house of parliament, his party needs the votes of Berlusconi’s party
to control the Senate.

September 30, 2013
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World Currency Markets
Value of Currency
US$1 = value in local currency
Currency

The dollar
fell against
all major
currencies.
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30 Jun 2013

30 Sep 2013

Change

Australian Dollar

1.0909

1.0732

2.0%

Brazilian Real

2.2317

2.2170

0.7%

British Pound

0.6574

0.6178

6.4%

Canadian Dollar

1.0519

1.0309

2.1%

Euro

0.7686

0.7393

4.0%

99.1350

98.2730

0.9%

0.9450

0.9049

4.4%

Japanese Yen
Swiss Franc
Source: Bloomberg

•

The US dollar weakened against all major currencies in the Third Quarter following a surprise
move from the Fed on September 18 when the central bank decided not to begin a reduction in
asset purchases contrary to market expectations of a reduction of stimulus. Bernanke explained
that US data did not support such an action at present.

•

The euro advanced four percent against the dollar in the quarter as the economic situation in the
region improved and as the ECB, unlike the Fed, refrained from printing euros to buy bonds.

•

In the week ending August 9 the Japanese yen rallied 2.84 percent against the dollar as Japan’s
national debt exceeded one quadrillion yen for the first time (this is 15 zeros), underscoring the
case for a sales-tax increase to shore up government finances. Japan’s finance ministry reported
that the nation’s outstanding public debt reached ¥1,008.6 trillion ($10.46 trillion) as of June 30,
up 1.7 percent from three months earlier. This left Japan with the world’s heaviest per capita debt
burden, larger than the economies of Germany, France and the UK combined.

•

On September 27 Sterling rose to an eight month high against the dollar after new Bank of
England Governor Mark Carney told a UK newspaper he saw no case for further asset purchases
as the UK economy had gained traction. For the quarter, Sterling advanced 6.4 percent against
the dollar.

•

The Canadian dollar advanced 2.1 percent against the greenback in the quarter despite soft domestic economic data as the loonie was boosted by rising oil and commodity prices.

•

New Zealand’s dollar advanced against all major currencies in the quarter amid bets the country’s
central bank will be the first among developed nations to raise interest rates from record low levels
to contain escalating house prices. For the quarter, the kiwi advanced 7.3 percent against the
US dollar.

•

The Mexican peso weakened against the dollar in the Third Quarter. Early in the quarter the peso,
as well as other emerging market currencies, suffered on expectations that the Fed would reduce
monetary stimulus in September. A second blow to the peso came at the end of the quarter as
the potential risk of a US government shutdown reduced investor appetite for riskier assets. For
the quarter, the peso weakened 1.2 percent against the dollar

September 30, 2013
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Outlook for the Fourth Quarter 2013
Marginal positive changes to global growth are making an appearance as the eurozone
GDP is turning positive and improved economic performance from China is evident.
• Europe is exiting recession and barring some exogenous shock positive GDP growth is
expected in Spain and Italy in the First Quarter 2014.
•

US economic indicators such as unemployment claims and housing data make clear that a
recovery is in place in both activity and prices.

•

Since the election of Mexican President Pena Nieto, remarkable changes have taken place
that should enhance Mexico’s future economic prospects.

•

China is posting better PMI numbers indicating a pick-up in manufacturing.

The yield curve will steepen once the Fed starts tapering.
• We do not expect the Fed to start tapering until the First Quarter of 2014 as growth, while improving, is not yet self-sustaining.
•

Longer-dated US interest rates will likely rise modestly consistent with global recovery.

•

Inasmuch as global central banks remain accommodative, we see little in the way of dramatic
short term rate movements in any of the major regions.

We foresee a weak dollar in the very near term until the Fed actually reduces monthly
bond purchases.
• We think the ECB could cut its benchmark rate again by the end of the year and continue to
employ forward guidance to keep a lid on interest rates.
•

Major commodity currencies will remain under pressure as global growth at best will be modest
and given our expectation that commodity prices will remain low or fall.

Our view that commodities have seen the peak of the “supercycle” remains unchanged.
Outperformance is unlikely as demand remains subdued despite a recovery of
consumer centric economies.
• We maintain our view of weak crude oil prices as demand remains subdued and excess supply from North America continues to come online.
•

A persistent recovery in base metals prices is unlikely as supplies are sufficient for demand
and economic recovery data is mixed.

US equities may be ahead of themselves and could take a breather in the
Fourth Quarter 2013.
• Since the EU countries decided to embrace economic stimulus, hope for a broad recovery is
taking hold, and investors are rotating capital to Europe.
•

Emerging Asia is not yet in recovery.

September 30, 2013
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Economics
The World
Positive changes to global growth are making an appearance as gradual improvement is coming in
the eurozone, including Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece, and Spain (PIIGS). Nevertheless, the broad
themes of our economic and market outlook remain unchanged. Growth while improving remains
unimpressive, volatility is low, and returns from stocks will exceed that of bonds. The Fed’s discussion
of slowing bond purchases followed by action will settle the question about whether US growth is organic or cash induced. On the other hand, Japan’s expected hike in consumption tax is at odds with
Prime Minister Abe’s stated policy promoting inflation through a weaker yen.

“The U.S. is
becoming
somewhat more
dependent on
what’s going on in
the rest of
the world.”
Nathan Sheets,
Global Head,
International
Economics,
Citigroup Inc.
September 23, 2013

North America
US GDP expectations are for 2.5 percent growth in the Fourth Quarter 2013 as conditions improve
at a modest pace. The Fed’s discussion around reducing the magnitude of debt purchases indicates
that growth in the economy has gained sufficient momentum to be self-sustaining. We expect that
growth will persist but that oscillations in GDP above and below the 2.5 percent mark will result in
QE fine tuning by the Fed. A critical component on how this ultimately plays out rests heavily on
Bernanke’s successor. Nevertheless, BIAS believes that some level of QE will continue longer than
many believe. Rates will stay low and any tapering of bond purchases by the Fed may actually spur
banks to lend to businesses.
Recent economic indicators such as unemployment claims and housing data make clear that a recovery is in place in both activity and prices even though underemployment remains a worry.
Household net worth is again a positive influence on consumer spending. Consequently, with labour
markets and housing on a firmer footing, equity prices stable, subdued rhetoric out of Washington,
and fiscal tightening being wound down, our optimistic view for US prospects remains intact. This
does not mean that a backup in equity prices is out of the question. In fact given the run-up year-todate relative to other world markets, one expects a temporary rotation away from US assets to underperforming non-US stocks in a reversion to the mean trade.
Canada’s GDP will likely grow in-line with the US rising 2.1 percent in the Fourth Quarter 2013 as
fiscal restraint continues to drag on growth at a time when domestic demand is being constrained
by a reduced pace of consumer spending and housing-related activity. Looking ahead, however,
prospective Canadian output gains should be supported by the gradual strengthening in demand
emanating from the nation’s two largest trading partners, the United States and Europe — accounting
for roughly 75 and 8.5 percent of Canadian exports, respectively.

Europe
Recent economic data show that for the first time in two years the eurozone, in aggregate, has exited
recession, albeit only just. What is most encouraging is that signs of economic improvement in Italy and
Spain indicate that both nations may be bottoming and that positive GDP growth is expected by the
First Quarter 2014, although financial support for Greece and Portugal is still necessary.
As ever, Germany remains the primary engine of growth on the continent and we look for GDP to rise
1.5 percent in the Fourth Quarter 2013. Importantly, Angela Merkel, Germany’s Prime Minister, won
re-election and must now forge a coalition with a party other than her former ally, the FDP, as the
FDP failed to win the minimum five percent of the seats in the Bundestag. Her CDU/CSU coalition
won 41.5 percent of the vote.
Economic conditions in the UK have improved markedly as growth in the service sector recently hit the
highest point in nearly seven years. Industrial production data is in expansion and house prices are rising.
Given these improving conditions, UK GDP is expected to rise 1.5 percent in the Fourth Quarter 2013.
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Pacific Basin
With Japan’s debt-to-GDP over 200 percent the need for the government to rein in spending is critical.
The most dramatic issue has been the consumption tax which is but one step in the process. Should
the tax be implemented, the effect on internal consumption would worsen. Currently Japan’s output
gap, the key indicator of price pressure, shows a lack of consumption of about two percent of GDP
– suggesting that the exit of deflation is some time off. Should the consumption tax hikes be implemented as planned, the output gap would likely stay near the current level, essentially ending hopes
for an exit from deflation. This is an important point as Prime Minister Abe’s explicit goal was to allow
higher inflation via a weaker yen to improve Japan’s export competitiveness. The yen has weakened,
so with the end of the European recession export performance should improve but without a pickup in domestic consumption, Japan’s economy is at the mercy of the health of its trading partners
with no internal alternative.
The Australian economy is feeling the effects of the end of the commodity cycle as mining is in a
slump on slower China growth. Consequently, the Reserve Bank of Australia may continue to cut
rates to aid economic expansion as GDP is set to moderate over the next two quarters before turning
higher in mid-2014.
Like in Germany, elections held in Australia saw the business friendly Liberal-National coalition return
to power for the first time in six years. The coalition won 88 seats to Labor's 57 in the 150-seat parliament. The main election issues were how to tackle an expected economic slowdown and whether
to keep a tax on carbon emissions. A more business friendly agenda will likely be adopted and the
tax burden on Australia’s miners may be reduced which would improve profitability although their dependency on China consumption remains.

Improved
eurozone
economic data
“adds to growing
signs that the
region is
recovering from
the longest
recession in its
history.”
Chris Williamson,
Chief Economist,
Markit Group Ltd.
September 20, 2013

In China, the crackdown on the shadow banking sector and weaker export volumes will likely weigh
on the economy but only marginally as GDP expectations for the coming quarter stand at 7.3 percent
versus 7.9 percent in the same period 2012. Notably, a substantial slowdown in credit growth is now
under way and will manifest in the real economy after a few months lag. Moreover, the contribution
to growth from infrastructure and housing is also likely to moderate into early 2014. Despite this, the
global recovery will help China weather its internal woes as evidenced by the recent improvement in
PMI to 50.1 from 47.7.

Latin America
Brazil is likely to experience a third year of modest economic growth, with GDP expanding only two
percent in 2013. The weak growth reflects not only modest export performance but declining private-sector investment, partly because policymakers are delaying the implementation of economic
decisions designed to encourage private investment, especially in infrastructure. From a consumption
perspective, fears are that the recent slowdown in household spending will persist and high consumer
indebtedness will pressure consumption further hampering Brazil's growth outlook.
Since the election of Mexican President Pena Nieto, new expansionary reforms are being implemented with surprising speed. If this continues, Mexico will have made considerable progress toward
improving their economy. Mexico’s greatest opportunity lies not only with its proximity to the US,
but the prospects for success of the recently announced initiative to open the energy sector to private investment. Should this occur, energy reform will change the thought paradigm around the
magnitude of foreign direct investment that Mexico can attract and with it a rethinking of Mexico’s
economic model.
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Bonds
A slow but steady removal of monetary stimulus in the US in 2014 will put gradual upward pressure
on the yields of government bonds. That said we do not anticipate any dramatic action from the Fed
near-term as the central bank shocked the markets in September by announcing it would await more
data before reducing bond purchases. The Fed has clearly indicated that labour market and inflation
data are important triggers in regards to when tapering will start. We expect a reduction in the $85
billion monthly bond purchases starting in the First Quarter 2014. Adding to the likelihood of a cautious
Fed stance is the fact that Ben S. Bernanke will step back as Fed Chairman in January and no decision
has yet been made on his successor.

“The FOMC
will taper –
it’s just a
matter of time.”
Joseph Capurso,
Currency Strategist at
Commonwealth
Bank of Australia,
September 23, 2013

As mentioned previously, the scaling back is likely to be gradual, and data dependant – and interpretation of this data is bound to cause volatility in the market. The Fed has stressed that the purchases will continue until there is a substantial improvement in the labour market and inflation is
contained. This ‘tapering’ will put gradual upward pressure on interest rates, in particular for longermaturity yields. However, we believe the upward pressure is limited as the central bank “expects a
highly accommodative stance of monetary policy to remain appropriate for a considerable time after
the asset purchase program ends and the economic recovery strengthens.” Assuming inflation remains subdued, it is likely that the Fed will keep the Fed Funds rate near zero until the first half of
2015 and for this reason, we expect interest rates in general to be very low in a historical perspective
for some time to come.
We expect UK Gilts and German Bunds to outperform Treasuries over the next year. The yields of
both bonds are close substitutes for each other and are likely to move closely together, especially
where perceived currency risks are low. But while we expect Bund and Gilt yields to rise, they will not
rise by as much as in the US as the Fed starts tapering while the ECB and the Bank of England are
likely to keep policy loose, or even looser.
At its meeting in July, the ECB abandoned its previous position to “never pre-commit” on future policy
changes, stating that it “expects the key ECB interest rates to remain at present or lower levels for an
extended period of time.” For this reason, we expect a further reduction in the ECB benchmark and
deposit rates this year. However, just like in the US, the yield curve will steepen as economic growth
improves and disastrous news from the peripheral nations lessens, ultimately pushing longer-maturity
yields higher.
Unlike the ECB, we do not expect the Bank of England to cut the benchmark rate further, nor will the
bank embark on any kind of tapering like the Fed. For these reasons we will have gradually rising
yields in the UK, but not to the same extent as in the US.
Canadian economic data have been mixed lately as the economy is suffering from a slowing commodity cycle. However, we believe the Bank of Canada is satisfied with a weaker Canadian dollar relative to the US. We expect the Bank of Canada to keep the benchmark interest rate unchanged, and
Canadian yields will move roughly in line with those in the US – the nation’s biggest trading partner.
Investors’ appetite for corporate bonds is likely to wane in response to less accommodative US monetary policy, especially as the average spread over underlying government bonds is narrow - i.e. investors get little extra return for holding ‘riskier’ and less liquid corporate debt relative to US Treasuries.
For this reason we expect credit spreads to increase a little, but the increase will be modest as the
performance of corporate bonds tends to flow with the economic cycle which is gradually improving.
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Currencies
We foresee a relatively weak dollar near term until the Fed actually starts reducing the monthly bond
purchases of $85 billion. Once this happens, we expect the dollar to strengthen as the Fed starts reducing stimulus well before other major central banks and as US economic growth leads the world.
We think the ECB could cut its benchmark rate again by the end of the year and continue to employ
forward guidance to keep a lid on interest rates. The stance from the ECB should weigh on the euro,
despite improving economic data from the region. However, the biggest support for the euro could
come from capital flows - i.e. investors opportunistically moving from one market to another. Europe
is likely the next ‘target’ for global investors and should money start to flow into the region, the euro
will likely trade sideways with the dollar. Sterling will trade in a similar pattern to the euro as the Bank
of England keeps monetary policy loose and the economy improves and could also benefit from capital
flows.
Major commodity currencies will remain under pressure as global growth at best will be modest and
given our expectation that commodity prices will remain low or fall. Both Canada’s and Australia’s export destinations are geographically concentrated - i.e. Canada exposed to the US and Australia to
China. Add to that weaker economic data from Canada and expectations of loose monetary policy
from the Reserve Bank of Australia and the scenario is set for continued pressure on the two commodity currencies.

“The Federal
Reserve’s
decision to
delay tapering
its asset
purchases is
set to keep the
dollar weak for
the next three
months.”

Canadian Dollar / Australian Dollar
1.4

Mansoor Mohi-uddin,
Chief Currency
Strategist at UBS,
September 23, 2013
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We expect the yen to be under pressure as the Bank of Japan may step up its monetary easing, while
the Fed tapers, as the planned doubling of the monetary base is unlikely to be enough to achieve the
desired inflation rate. In addition to loose monetary policy, Mrs. Watanabe, the name for the typical
Japanese investor in the foreign exchange market, is likely to once again resume the carry trade and
invest her money in better yielding assets overseas as global growth and her risk appetite improves.
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Commodities
Our previous view that commodities have seen the peak of the supercycle remains unchanged.
Consequently, outperformance from commodities is unlikely as demand remains subdued despite
a recovery of consumer centric economies. We do, however, expect short trading rallies in several
commodities which will be correlated with economic data, particularly from China, or geo-political
risk in the Middle East in the case of crude oil.

“Our price
proﬁle now
acknowledges
that the average
annual peak in
the price of gold
was achieved in
2012 with
minimal prospect
for recovery.”

Encouraging production data from China triggered a rebound in base metals prices forcing investors
to re-think the possibility of a change in fundamentals. We, however, remain skeptical that the rally
will persist into the Fourth Quarter 2013 as supply of base metals is sufficient for demand and economic recovery data is mixed. The CEO of Glencore Xtrata agrees and has called for mining companies to scale back CapEx to slow supply growth in an attempt to boost prices.
We maintain our end-of-the-cycle theme for gold and silver as well, although seasonal demand for
physical gold from India and China may spark short term rallies. Furthermore, the Fed’s reduction of
the bond buying programme and eventual higher yields in risk free assets will keep gold from outperforming. Alternatively, silver may experience more price movement on expectations of industrial
strength in China but we remain cautious given the inherent volatility in the metal and lack of reliability
of China’s economic data.

Commodities Return YTD

Commodities Return QTD

Dr. Peter Richardson,
Chief Metal Economist,
Morgan Stanley,
Australia
September 23, 2013

Source: Bloomberg, September 19, 2013 closing prices

Energy products seem to be going through an acute phase of remodelling as the US becomes more
self-reliant in crude oil. Despite excess supply coming from unconventional sources, prices of benchmark WTI may remain buoyant as refiners increase utilization levels to avail themselves of higher refining margins in the US compared to Europe. These margins are now eroding so we expect
utilisation levels to fall.
Going forward, we maintain our view of weak crude oil prices as demand remains subdued and excess supply from North America continues to come online. Geo political triggers, such as unrest in
Egypt or Syria, may provide short term spikes but we do not believe that such events will shape the
price outlook in the long term.
In grains, we believe weak price trends will continue as favourable weather patterns across the world
persist resulting in high agricultural output. Wheat, specifically, continues to see bumper production
this year which will pressure pricing in the near-term. On the flip side, corn and soybean prices may
rise if the harvest comes in lower than expected towards the end of the year.
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Equities
We believe US equities may be ahead of themselves and take a breather in the Fourth Quarter 2013
or until investors gain greater confidence that the recovery is sustainable and strengthening as US
companies lowered guidance for expected profit growth for the second half of the year. At the same
time, we are seeing improvement in economic conditions throughout the eurozone as aggregate GDP
has finally turned positive. This more optimistic outlook is reflected in the recent outperformance of
European markets relative to the US in the Third Quarter 2013.
Since the EU countries decided to embrace economic stimulus, hope for a broad recovery is taking
hold. This results in greater interest in eurozone markets, particularly those that have lagged behind
Germany. Increasing capital flows to Europe are driven by:
•

Eurozone markets which are cheaper than the US markets on a forward P/E basis (11.9 vs. 13.5)
as measured by consensus reported in Bloomberg.

•

Estimated earnings growth for European companies in 2014 is 18 percent versus ten percent
for the US.

•

Even the peripheral nations like Portugal, Italy, and Spain are expected to exit recession by the
First Quarter 2014.

•

Finally, rotating capital to underperforming—but economically improving—markets makes sense
as the laggards are likely to rally as data continues to improve. We have already witnessed improving returns in the European equity markets and expect the trend to persist and perhaps
gain momentum.

Stronger global manufacturing confidence supports our outlook for the global recovery. Industrial
production will continue to build momentum in the United States, Europe, China and Australia.

“Margins in
most European
countries are
low, with the
EBITDA margin
half that of the
US, pointing
to signiﬁcant
upside for
European
earnings.”
Andrew Garthwaite;
Managing Director,
Equity Strategy,
Credit Suisse

Robust exports and benign inflation suggests that China’s economy may have bottomed, as evidenced by their factory output that grew at the fastest rate in the past 17 months, up 10.4 percent
year over year in August. Confidence in manufacturing and service sectors also improved broadly
throughout the European Union in August while unemployment in the larger countries shows signs
of stabilizing. We expect global industrial production to gain momentum through to year end.
Automobile production has been a particularly strong segment on a global basis with momentum
improving.
Asian emerging markets will experience high volatility driven by negative capital flows occasioned by
China’s economic reorientation toward consumption and weakened currencies from the Fed’s tapering announcement. This change has a knock on effect on all nations in the region.
Our equity holdings continue to emphasize quality companies with growth prospects that exceed
the average consensus earnings of the broad market. Furthermore, we assess our holdings not only
in light of their fundamentals, but also along the lines of diversification among regions and sectors.

BIAS is not endorsing any
particular security for purchase for a specific investor since BIAS is not
aware of any investor’s
overall portfolio holdings
or financial needs.
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Conclusion and Strategy Points
Equities
Regional Strategy
•

Overweight Australia at 4.2 percent (versus and index weighting of 3.4 percent).

•

Overweight Germany at 4.2 percent (versus and index weighting of 3.5 percent).

•

Overweight Latin America 2.5 percent (versus and index weighting of 1.5 percent).

Industry Sector Strategy
•

Overweight Health Care at 14.1 percent (versus and index weighting of 11.0 percent).

•

Overweight Financials, Materials, and Technology 23.6, 7.3, and 13.4 percent, respectively (versus index weights of 20.7, 6.1, and 12.1 percent, respectively).

•

Underweight Consumer Staples, Telecom, and Utilities 6.9, 3.7 and 1.6 percent, respectively
(versus 10.4, 4. 2, and 3.3 percent, respectively).

Geographic Allocation
North America
Europe
Smaller Asia
Japan
Latin America
Australia
Other

52.3%
27.0%
3.0%
8.3%
2.5%
4.2%
2.7%

Sector Allocation
Financials
Telecom Services
Consumer Disc.
Health Care
Technology
Consumer Staples
Industrials
Utilities
Energy
Basic Materials
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23.0%
3.7%
11.6%
13.6%
13.5%
6.8%
11.8%
1.5%
7.4%
7.1%
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Bonds
•

Stay long benchmark duration near term with US Treasuries.

•

Hold floating rate notes to take advantage of rising interest rates.

•

Hold shorter-dated high quality bonds for their yield advantage relative to US Treasuries.

Bonds Strategy Allocation

LIBOR FRN

7%

CPI FRN

2%

0-1 yr

8%

1-3 yr

58%

3-5 yr

24%

Cash

1%

AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
A-

1%
51%
15%
16%
5%
7%
5%

Credit Ratings

BIAS structures portfolios according to the needs and risk profile of a specific investor. Some systemic risks should be acknowledged over which BIAS and other asset managers have no control including: trading on exchanges not regulated by any
US Government agency, the Bermuda Monetary Authority, or the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority; possible failure of brokerage firms or clearing exchanges; illiquid markets which may make liquidating a position at a given price more difficult. For
more details on these and other risk factors, please refer to BIAS’ Form ADV as filed with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
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